
Dirty water? Who wants to drink that?   



PROBLEM 
What am I trying to solve??

The problem I'm trying to solve is that the 
water from the sink taste gross. I'm trying 
to make a water filter so the water taste  
better. The filter is going to make it 
cleaner, my thought is if the water is 
cleaner, the water will taste better.



Research 

What is a water filter
The guy that made the water filter was on a island. he taught people across greece and Asia . It was 
called the hippocratic sleeve and the cloth acted as a sleeve in a wood ring with a handle and they 
used it to get cleaner water. 

Why the water filter is important
The water filter is important because it cleans the water so then you can drink clean water from 
rainwater.

Benefits for water filters
What they did was they boiled the water and ran it through a piece of cloth and it clean the water so 
they could drink the rainwater.



What it does
I pour the water in the top, it goes through the first 
coffee filter and then through the first layer of rock 
and the second coffee filter. Next, there is a layer 
of sand and then the last coffee filter. Lastly, the 
there is a cotton ball so the water can go through 
without dirt going through with the water.

this is my final prototype



materials
prototype 1

- scissors 

-cotton ball

- low heat hot glue gun

-ph strips

-plastic water bottles 

-coffee filters

-small rocks  

-sand

prototype 2

- scissors 

- low heat hot glue gun

-hot glue sticks (2)

-ph strips

-plastic water bottles[499.7 
milliliters]]  

-coffee filters

-small rocks[156 grams]  

-sand[210.2 grams]

-thumb tac

-large cotton ball



Design

1 Cut the top off the bottle  

2 Put a cotton ball in the bottle

3 Put coffee filter in the bottle

4 Add 156 grams of pebbles

5 Add a new coffee filter

6 Add 210.2 grams of dirt

7 Add coffee filter

the design process



Prototype 1

My first prototype it 
worked but there was 
one problem the dirt 
kept going through and 
the water didn’t come 
out clean.

Testing and retesting my prototypes

My 2nd prototype 
worked, but there was 
one problem the dirt 

keeps going through and 
the water didn’t come out 
clean.  I added a coffee 

filter with holes.

Prototype 2



Data Tables



Data explanation
water amount / water speed
 The first test it worked but the water was coming out dirty 
and I was get less water and the water was going out super 
slow and i had to cut a slit in the cotton ball and it went 
through.

ph level : 
The tests I did the ph levels were going to low so I had to 
improve by putting better sand in the filter.



Limitation and Implications

Limitations:
~ The water didn’t go through the cotton ball 

fast enough 

~ The dirt kept going through the water

~ the dirt goes through the water the water 
did go through

~ the water didn’t go through and the stuff  

Implications:
~the water filter will help reduce the taste of tap 

water and it makes the water cleaner.

~the water filter will make healthier water for 
everyone to drink and the tap water 



Conclusion 

During my experiments the water filter was hard  to make because the sand 
would go through the water filter.  I had to put more layers of the coffee filters. 
The water filter was a big fail and the water kept getting dirty.  When the water 
filter was made the water kept getting out of the filter.

I tried using larger cotton balls, but they kept falling. I had a water filter with only 
one cotton ball and just a coffee filter.

It can help in real life if your camping and you run out of water. You can use a 
stream or river when you need water-just be sure to use a water filter.
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